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The Book of Booty: Shake It. Love It. Never Be It.
Relive the greatest moments, biggest superstar debuts, and key matches of WWE SmackDown. This action-packed
anniversary edition covers 20 years of WWE's popular blue brand-SmackDown. Spectacular full-color photographs from
WWE's own archive capture the most unforgettable moments, both in the ring and behind the scenes. Key matches are
explored in depth: relive the moment when Triple H and Shawn Michaels double-crossed The Rock for the WWE
Championship, John Cena's rivalry with Undertaker, Rey Mysterio's awe-inspiring debut, and Stone Cold Steve Austin's
disastrous run-in with Booker T in a supermarket. This dynamic book celebrates all the most exciting matches, celebrity
appearances, and controversies in SmackDown history. Packed with vital stats and info on your favorite WWE Superstars,
WWE SmackDown: 20 Years and Counting will get you ready to "lay the smack down!" for another 20 years. TM & © 2019
WWE. All Rights Reserved.

WWE Beyond Extreme
International in scope, this colorful encyclopedia references the fashion, fun, and drama of pro wrestling. Focusing on 100
competitors--from current faves Sasha Banks and Charlotte Flair to legends like The Fabulous Moolah, Sable, Ivory, and
Lita--it includes relevant stats and each one's compelling story. An engaging history for anyone interested in powerful
women, fantastic costumes, and the sport itself.
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Ringside
Experience the magic of the first Christmas in this illustrated board ebook, an ideal introduction to the nativity story for
young children. The Christmas Story tells the tale of the first Christmas a long, long time ago, when the baby Jesus was
born. The sky is filled with angels and a bright new star that tells the shepherds and the three wise men that someone very
special has arrived. There's no room at the inn but Mary and Joseph, and sleeping baby Jesus, are warm and cozy in the
stables. Colorful illustrations and engaging text bring this classic story to life for new readers. Little ones will love pointing
out details in the pictures of Nazareth and Bethlehem, and naming all the animals in the stable where the baby Jesus was
born. The Christmas Story is perfect for reading aloud during the festive season and beyond.

WWE Greatest Rivalries
Hustle Loyalty Respect
A collection of illustrated profiles of more than 175 members of the Baseball Hall of Fame.

Wwe Thumb Wrestling
The first comprehensive book on WWE’s hottest brand NXT: The Future Is Now follows the rise of WWE’s popular NXT brand
from its conception to the brink of taking over WWE with its own rabid following. For decades, sports-entertainment had no
centralized system for recruiting and training talent. Recognizing this need, Paul Levesque — better known as 14-time
World Champion Triple H — convinced Vince McMahon that WWE must reinvent itself. This book delivers the revealing story
of Levesque’s vision and the revolutionary impact it has already had on the WWE landscape, cultivating such worldrenowned stars as Seth Rollins, Kevin Owens, Charlotte, Finn Bálor, Sami Zayn, Sasha Banks, and so many more. p.p1
{margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 16.0px Times; -webkit-text-stroke: #000000} span.s1 {font-kerning: none} Learn
about WWE’s groundbreaking approach to talent development and take a look inside the state-of-the-art WWE Performance
Center as exciting performers hone their wrestling skills, characters, personalities, and so much more under Triple H’s
watchful eye. With new, insightful interviews from Triple H, NXT trainers, Superstars, and other personalities, discover how
WWE’s future is now!

Baseball Superstars 2015
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Provides a behind-the-scenes look at the WWE's bigget event over the last thirty years, with profiles on each year's match,
anecdotes, and photographs.

Britannica All New Kids' Encyclopedia - Luxury Limited Edition: What We Know & What We
Don't
Unauthorized. Unrestricted. No holds barred. In We Promised You a Great Main Event, longtime sports journalist Bill
Hanstock pulls back the curtain to give a smart fan’s account of WWE and Vince McMahon’s journey to the top. Untangling
the truth behind the official WWE storyline, Hanstock does a deep dive into key moments of the company’s history, from
the behind-the-scenes drama at the Montreal Screwjob, to the company’s handling of the Jimmy Snuka scandal, to the real
story of the Monday Night Wars. WWE is an extraordinary business success and an underappreciated pop cultural
phenomenon. While WWE soared to prominence during the Hulk Hogan years, as the stakes grew more and more extreme,
wrestlers faced steroid scandals and assault allegations. The whole story is here, good, bad, and ugly, from the heights of
iconic cultural moments like Wrestlemania III to the arrival of global superstars like The Rock and John Cena. We Promised
You a Great Main Event is an exhaustive, fun account of the McMahon family and WWE’s unprecedented rise. Drawing on a
decade of covering wrestling, Bill Hanstock synthesizes insights from historians, journalists, and industry insiders with his
own deep research to produce the most up-to-date, entertaining history of WWE available. Full of amazing characters and
astonishing stories from the ring to corporate boardrooms, it is a story as audacious as any WWE spectacle.

WWE Ronda Rousey
WWE's Reigning RAW champion tag team, The New Day, presents the ultimate guide into their storyline world. Narrated by
The New Day, their new book, The Book of Booty: Shake It. Love It. Never Be It (It's Twerked For Us!) is the only resource
fans need to embrace the power of positivity and live the New Day way of life. Broken into several brief, "in-world" chapters,
this tongue-in-cheek handbook will have even the most booty of individuals clapping, gyrating and radiating positivity like
the New Day themselves.Fans will learn:� How to Project Positivity;� Top 10 signs you might be "booty" - see definition of
the New Day's trademark insult- "booty" inside;� How to dance like Big E and/or How to twerk Like a Man;� Learn to play
the trombone in 3 easy steps;� What your choice of headwear says about you.By the time you finish this book, you'll be an
expert at picking out positive attire, loving unicorns, and knowing how to battle nefarious WWE tag teams with a smile on
your face. Protip: Eat your Booty O's every morning for added strength!

WWE Encyclopedia of Sports Entertainment New Edition
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Delve into the world of WWE with the most expansive all-encompassing guide ever produced on sports entertainment! Get
all the history, facts, and stats on the Superstars you love in the updated WWE Encyclopedia of Sports Entertainment. This
bumper new edition packs more than 1,100 Superstars into more than 400 exciting pages, making it the perfect reference
guide for the WWE universe. This expansive guide features the most controversial, charismatic, and revered Superstars
from all eras and sports entertainment brands, including the most popular Superstars such as Bret "Hit Man" Hart, John
Cena, Becky Lynch, Ronda Rousey, and The Rock. This encyclopedia covers it all, from the unbelievable championship wins
and thrilling bouts on SmackDown, RAW and NXT, to the Royal Rumble and the grand spectacle of WrestleMania. With
stunning visuals and in-depth commentary, the WWE Encyclopedia, 4th Edition brings together the entire WWE roster in
one tremendous volume! Relive the history and excitement with this massive book dedicated to the thrilling world of WWE.
TM & © 2020 WWE. All Rights Reserved.

WWE 50
The complete guide to WWE's biggest Superstars-past and present-including John Cena, Charlotte Flair, The Rock, André the
Giant, Sasha Banks, and more. Features the latest information about competitors from RAW, SmackDown, and NXT. Pageby-page profiles of more than 200 of the biggest Superstars from sports entertainment history are packed with facts, trivia,
and behind-the-scenes information. "Super Stats" boxes detail information on each Superstar, including career highlights
and wins. The brand-new guide profiles popular competitors, from Hall of Famers to rising up-and-coming stars. Feature
boxes highlight the Superstars' most fascinating and strangest moments in the ring. Each entry includes a stunning
photograph and action scene. Check out all the latest on Becky Lynch, Big Show, Sting, Stone Cold Steve Austin, Roman
Reigns, Shawn Michaels, Seth Rollins, and other favorite Superstars. TM & © 2017 WWE. All Rights Reserved.

The Peanuts Book
The "Baddest Woman on the Planet" has arrived in WWE! Follow Ronda Rousey on her journey from the world of mixed
martial arts to WWE. Read all about her biggest matches and her amazing victories. Engaging topics and fun, interactive
pages build reading skills in this Level 2 Reader - just right for children who are beginning to read on their own. A glossary
and fun quiz at the end of the book help to develop vocabulary and reading comprehension skills. Each title in the DK
Readers series is developed in consultation with leading literacy experts to help children build a lifelong love of reading. ©
2020 WWE, Inc. All rights reserved

WWE Superstar Handbook
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See WWE Superstars like you've never seen them before! The Ultimate Superstars Guide by BradyGames is an illustrated
compendium of all the biggest Superstars to ever grace the WWE ring The Ultimate Superstars Guide is filled with more
than 200 illustrations of your favourite WWE Superstars including Hulk Hogan, Triple H and more. Learn everything you
need to know about these amazing athletes with facts, stats, and more.

WWE Ultimate Superstar Guide
Meet the incredible women who rule the ring! Wendi Richter was ahead of her time, Chyna showed us serious attitude, and
now Becky Lynch is leading the revolution in sports entertainment. Find out how the amazing women of WWE have kicked
down doors and changed the game. © 2020 WWE, Inc. All rights reserved.

WWE: The Attitude Era
Meet WWE's greatest rivals, learn their signature moves, then have your own epic thumb battle. Who will win? Find out
what's more powerful: The Rock's People's Elbow move or John Cena's Attitude Adjustment. Who will come out on top in a
thumb scrum: Becky Lynch or Ronda Rousey? Every WWE Superstar has their own signature move. Read about them on
each page of this interactive board book, then choose your player, plan your moves and take on your daring opponent in a
thumb wrestling match to end all thumb wrestling matches. This fun board book has two die-cut holes through each page,
giving players an exciting arena for their thumb wrestling match. Pages also contain punchy facts and stats about your
favourite Superstars, their biggest rivals and their most famous moves. Come back to this book again and again to see who
will nail the victory and win the title!

What to Watch When
Baseballs biggest stars are featured in this must-have book! Including Mike Trout, Clayton Kershaw, Giancarlo Stanton
Andrew McCutchen, Madison Bumgarner and more, Baseball Superstars 2015 features the greatest superstars from the
previous baseball season. This photo-driven book will feature tons of full-color action photos and simple and engaging text.
This is the definitive guide for baseball fans everywhere and a perfeect introduction to America's favorite pastime!

The Christmas Story
"Ric Flair is a 16-time World Champion and two-time WWE Hall of Fame inductee. His four-decades long career is recognized
as one of the greatest of all time, but with success comes a price His life away from the cameras includes personal
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struggles, controversy, and family tragedy. Through his bond with [his daughter] Charlotte, he's becoming the father he
needs to be while rediscovering the legend he has always been"--Amazon.com.

WWE World of the Rock
All the best moments of WWE RAW An anniversary edition covering 25 years of WWE's flagship entertainment event,
packed with all the highlights, amazing photography, and fascinating facts. From the very first show in January 1993 to
January 2018, all the memorable moments, key matches, and shocking plot twists of RAW are faithfully recorded in this
stunning book. Engaging text and incredible photography from WWE's archives--including action shots, Superstar portraits,
posters, and other memorabilia--take the reader on a trip through RAW's history. The year-by-year format offers an exciting
visual journey through RAW's history and makes it easy to find favorite eras and episodes. Superstars are profiled in detail,
including Brock Lesnar, John Cena, The New Day, Charlotte, Sting, Seth Rollins, Roman Reigns, Nikki Bella, and many, many
more. "Elsewhere in WWE" boxes describe key events from other WWE events, such as Smackdown and Wrestlemania,
giving a comprehensive picture of the WWE universe. A must-have for RAW fans old and new.

Wwe Encyclopedia of Sports Entertainment, 3rd Edition
Get the history, facts, and stats on the Superstars, Divas, and Legends you love and the ones you love to hate! The most
expansive, all-encompassing chronicle ever unleashed on the WWE Universe. Over 400 full-color pages, and over 1,200
Superstar and event profiles, the WWE all-time roster has been expanded to unprecedented proportions, now featuring all
your favorite heroes from the modern era!Roman Reigns, Seth Rollins, The New Day, Sasha Banks and somanymore make
their WWE Encyclopedia debuts. Plus, the future of WWE collides with the past, as Finn Balor and the exciting stars of NXT
stake their claim alongside the legends ofWWE s pastand present."

An Encyclopedia of Women's Wrestling
Smackdown with over 1,000 WWE superstars Experience the excitement of WWE with WWE 50, the definitive slam-by-slam
look at the worldwide wrestling phenomenon. Get detailed histories on all your favourite wrestlers from the 60s and 70s
right up to today's WWE stars and on the great partnerships, tag teams and stables from WWE history. From the Hardcore
Champion to the World Heavyweight title holder and from the Survivor Series to the grand spectacle of Wrestlemania, WWE
50 covers it all. Plus, you'll have the facts at your fingertips on all of WWE's movies, video games and music. WWE 50 is the
ultimate wrestling experience, so step into the ring and get up close and personal with the superstars of WWE.
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WWE Kicking Down Doors
When one choice can lead to triumph or failure, life or death, glory or destruction . . . what will you choose? With Choose
the Future, YOU decide how, when, where and with whom the Doctor will fight to save the world! In this brand new
adventure, Night of the Kraken, the Twelfth Doctor meets a roguish time-smuggler and faces a terrifying creature from the
deep with a plan to destroy the Earth. The fate of the Doctor and the universe he protects are in your hands . . .

Too Sweet
Suddenly it’s over, and in the center of the ring, one man is victorious. The referee raises his hand, and from somewhere
(you’re not quite sure where because you’re still cheering), the shining symbol of this momentous win appears. With the
crowd still roaring, the winner stands alone in the ring and raises the championship belt high over his head. The lights shine
off the WWE Championship title belt, and in that instant, the winner’s life will be changed forever. For over half a century,
Superstars have battled to win the WWE Championship. While the name may have changed, the prestige attached to the
championship has exploded. That is due in no small part to the immortals of wrestling who have held this coveted
title—Bruno Sammartino taking the title from the first holder, Buddy Rogersthe totally unexpected win of “Superstar” Billy
GrahamHulk Hogan’s win over the Iron Sheik, who had refused a payoff to injure HoganAndre the Giant’s surrender of the
title to Ted DiBiasethe newcomer win of the Undertakerthe commanding wrestling abilities of Bret HartShawn Michaels’s
win in Montrealthe stunning victories of Stone Cold Steve Austinthe triumph of the People’s Champion, The RockTriple H
playing the gamethe never-surrender attitude of John Cena. This is the chronicle of how the title that is now known as the
WWE Championship became sports-entertainment’s most coveted prize.

Wwe Raw: The First 25 Years
From the backyard to outer space, Charles M. Schulz's Peanuts has been charming the world for more than 70 years. In this
celebration of Schulz and his beloved work, explore rarely seen sketches, influential comic strips, and collectors' artifacts.
Pore over evolving artworks of Snoopy, Charlie Brown, and the gang. Chart the rich history of Peanuts as it grew to become
the world's favorite comic, and travel from 1950 to the present day, from California to Japan. Every page of this visual guide
is an exhibition to treasure. Discover the enduring and nostalgic charm of Peanuts in this stunning anniversary book. With a
foreword by Stephen Colbert. © 2020 Peanuts Worldwide LLC

WWE 35 Years of WrestleMania
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Answering the eternal question WHAT TO WATCH NEXT? Looking for a box set to get your adrenaline racing or to escape to
a different era? In need of a good laugh to lift your spirits? Hunting for a TV show that the whole family can watch together?
If you're feeling indecisive about your next binge-watching session, we've done the hard work for you. Featuring 1,000
carefully curated reviews written by a panel of TV connoisseurs, What To Watch When offers up the best show suggestions
for every mood and moment.

WWE Ultimate Superstar Guide, 2nd Edition
Lift the flaps to wake up the animals on the farm, and look out for the pop-up surprises! Join the noisy cockerel as he visits
pigs, cows, and more on a beautiful morning on the farm, in this lovely interactive board book. Children will delight in the
collage-like illustrations of their favourite farmyard animals, by renowned artist Jonny Lambert, and will love joining in with
the story as they visit characters one by one. The sturdy board-book format is perfect for little hands, and fun pop-ups
under flaps will entertain children again and again.

WWE SmackDown 20 Years and Counting
Ferocious Battles. Shocking Stunts. No Holds Barred! Relive the action from the most rip-roaring matches. Marvel at
spectacular takedowns and death-defying stunts. Discover WWE's scariest and strangest Superstars. Sports entertainment
doesn't get more extreme than this! © 2020 WWE, Inc. All rights reserved.

The Official WWE Book of Rules
Learn the rules of the ring with WWE's biggest Superstars! Read about where your favourite WWE stars train, their
signature finishing moves, and who makes the biggest entrance in sports entertainment. Perfect for 5-7 year olds beginning
to read fluently with support, Level 2 titles contain carefully selected photographic images to complement the text,
providing strong visual clues to build vocabulary and confidence. Additional information spreads are full of extra fun facts,
developing the topics through a range of nonfiction presentation styles such as diagrams and activities. TM & © 2017 WWE.
All Rights Reserved.

The WWE Championship
WWE Presents 35 Years of WrestleMania! Celebrate 35 years of explosive WrestleMania action! Relive the most exciting
matches, celebrity appearances, and controversies in WWE's "Showcase of the Immortals." "Welcome to the greatest sports
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entertainment spectacular of all time. Welcome, to WrestleMania." Vince McMahon. "Looking out at over 80,000 people at
WrestleMania, there are no words to describe it. I can't believe I am here." Charlotte Flair. "There's just something special
about WrestleMania." John Cena. TM & © 2019 WWE. All Rights Reserved.

The WWE Book of Top 10s
Meet the greatest Superstars of all time! This fact-included ebook brings together hundreds of the biggest, baddest, and
most impressive Superstars and teams from across sports entertainment history. Includes detailed information, facts, and
stats on your favorite Legends and the brand-new breakout stars of the current roster. Easy to read and including detail, the
fun and colorful WWE Superstar Handbook is the must-have e-guide to WWE's larger-than-life competitors. © 2020 WWE,
Inc. All rights reserved.

30 Years of Wrestlemania
Alphabetically arranged entries provide information about the wrestlers, events and products of the WWE from its
beginnings in the 1960s as the World Wrestling Federation to the present.

Second Nature
Keith Elliot Greenberg chronicles the growth of indie wrestling from bingo halls to a viable alternative to the WWE and
speaks to those involved in the Alternative Wrestling League with remarkable candor, gaining behind-the-scenes knowledge
of this growing enterprise. As COVID-19 utterly changed the world as we know it, only one sport was able to pivot and offer
consistent, new, live programming on a weekly basis: professional wrestling. In 2017, after being told that no independent
wrestling group could draw a crowd of more than 10,000, a group of wrestlers took up the challenge. For several years,
these gladiators had been performing in front of rabid crowds and understood the hunger for wrestling that was different
from the TV-slick product. In September 2018, they had the numbers to prove it: 11,263 fans filled the Sears Center Arena
for the All In pay-per-view event, ushering in a new era. A year later, WWE had its first major head-to-head competitor in
nearly two decades when All Elite Wrestling debuted on TNT. Acclaimed wrestling historian Keith Elliot Greenberg’s Too
Sweet takes readers back to the beginning, when a half century ago outlaw promotions challenged the established leagues,
and guides us into the current era. He paints a vivid picture of promotions as diverse as New Japan, Ring of Honor,
Revolution Pro, Progress, and Chikara, and the colorful figures who starred in each. This is both a dynamic snapshot and the
ultimate history of a transformational time in professional wrestling.
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WWE Encyclopedia
Provides the first full-length history of professional wrestling in the United States.

The National Baseball Hall of Fame Collection
With stunning visuals and in-depth commentary, Undertaker: 25 Years of Destruction takes the reader deep into the
darkness, where few dare to tread! Learn everything you need to know about sports-entertainment's mysterious grim
reaper of justice with this massive hardback tome. Follow in-depth discussion of the deadman's rise within the WWE ranks,
read exclusive interviews with Superstars, Announcers and other WWE personalities and take a behind-the-scenes look at
the demon of death valley's historic Wrestlemania streak.

Undertaker
From the host of the critically acclaimed pro wrestling podcast Straight Shoot, this graphic novel history of wrestling
features the key grapplers, matches, and promotions that shaped this beloved sport and form of entertainment. As a pop
culture phenomenon, professional wrestling--with its heroic babyfaces and villainous heels performing suplexes and
powerbombs in pursuit of championship gold--has conquered audiences in the United States and around the world. Now,
writer/podcaster Aubrey Sitterson and illustrator Chris Moreno form a graphic novel tag team to present wrestling's
complete illustrated history. Featuring legendary wrestlers like Bruno Sammartino, Hulk Hogan, and The Rock, and modernday favorites like John Cena, Kenny Omega, and Sasha Banks, the book covers wrestling's progress from the carnival days
of the Gold Dust Trio to the dominance of the WWF/WWE to today's diverse independent wrestling scene, and it spotlights
wrestling's reach into Mexico/Puerto Rico (lucha libre), the U.K. (all-in), and Japan (puroresu).

The Comic Book Story of Professional Wrestling
From the top 10 Champions to the most popular matches ever, WWE: Book of Top 10s ranks everything in the world of
WWE in fun and bite-sized lists. WWE: The Book of Top 10s is packed with information and trivia and will provide hours of
ammunition and controversy as fans debate the lists, arguing positioning, surprise inclusions, and snubs from 100 lists
spanning five decades of sports entertainment history. The greatest stars from WWE's past and present are featured,
including John Cena, Dean Ambrose, Undertaker, The Rock, Stone Cold Steve Austin, Triple H, Andre the Giant, Randy
"Macho Man" Savage, and so many more.
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We Promised You a Great Main Event
Delve into the world of WWE with the most expansive all-encompassing e-guide ever produced on sports entertainment!
Get all the history, facts, and stats on the Superstars you love in the updated WWE Encyclopedia of Sports Entertainment.
This bumper new edition packs more than 1,100 Superstars into more than 400 exciting pages, making it the perfect
reference e-guide for the WWE universe. This expansive e-guide features the most controversial, charismatic, and revered
Superstars from all eras and sports entertainment brands, including the most popular Superstars such as Bret "Hit Man"
Hart, John Cena, Becky Lynch, Ronda Rousey, and The Rock. This encyclopedia covers it all, from the unbelievable
championship wins and thrilling bouts on SmackDown, RAW and NXT, to the Royal Rumble and the grand spectacle of
WrestleMania. With stunning visuals and in-depth commentary, the WWE Encyclopedia, 4th Edition brings together the
entire WWE roster in one tremendous volume! Relive the history and excitement with this massive ebook dedicated to the
thrilling world of WWE. TM & © 2020 WWE. All Rights Reserved.

NXT
The greatest rivalries in the WWE wrestling ring revealed. They grapple at WrestleMania, at SmackDown Live, and Royal
Rumble. They battle on RAW, at SummerSlam and Survivor Series. They clash inside-and outside-the ring. The titanic
rivalries of WWE Superstars such as The Rock vs. Stone Cold Steve Austin, John Cena vs. Randy Orton, Charlotte Flair vs.
Sasha Banks, are a vital part of WWE's edge-of-the-seat appeal. Every member of the WWE Universe will have their favorite
- you just have to take sides. Who would you cheer for as they chase the Championship, employing their charisma,
signature moves, and the most cutting insults they can think of? And, of course, rivalries in WWE aren't just between
individual Superstars - they may be between tag teams, like The Usos and The New Day, or even involve Superstars from
one show staging a sudden attack on the Superstars of another! This book lifts the lid on all the drama behind WWE's
greatest rivalries, highlighting the crucial clashes and each side's biggest wins. Discover how each rivalry started - was it
simply pursuit of a common goal, or a bitter personality clash? Find out who has hurled the most biting barbs, why enemies
suddenly become allies, and how grudge-strewn wars have ended in mutual respect. Armed with key stats and info, you can
follow every twist and turn of these epic encounters, embracing many of the most memorable moments in the history of
WWE.

Wake Up, Farm!: Pop-Up Peekaboo!
Celebrate the impressive career of Dwayne "The Rock" Johnson with this comprehensive visual guide, which chronicles
every step from his explosive WWE debut match to his full-blown Superstar status. Dubbed "The Great One," for more than
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20 years The Rock has delighted millions of fans with his charisma, catch phrases and championship wins - all captured in
this stunning book. Discover The Rock's fascinating family history as the first third-generation WWE Superstar; his training
and early years in the ring; his epic wins and greatest moments as The People's Champion; and his impressive movie career
including his appearances in The Scorpion King, The Mummy Returns and the Fast and Furious franchise. Stunning
photography captures The Rock's career highlights: headlining WrestleMania events and reigning supreme in matches
against sports entertainment greats such as John Cena, Stone Cold Steve Austin, and Triple H. A must-have for any WWE
fan, The World of The Rock reveals the whole story behind "The Most Electrifying Man in Sports Entertainment", both in and
out of the ring. TM & © 2018 WWE. All Rights Reserved.

DK Readers L2: How to be a WWE Superstar
Experience the debauchery, extreme rivalries, and radical antiheroes of The Attitude Era with this no-holds-barred look back
at WWE's edgiest period! Relive the late '90s, when Stone Cold Steve Austin, DX, Mankind, The Rock, and an infamous
roster of rude and lewd Superstars laid the smackdown on pop culture and audience expectations. Packed with exclusive
interviews, road stories, firsthand accounts, and gripping photos spanning the entire time frame, WWE®: The Attitude Era is
a must-have for fans who remember the years when WWE was for adults-only!

Wwe Encyclopedia of Sports Entertainment New Edition
This limited, luxury, collector's edition of Britannica's brand new encyclopedia for kids features a slipcase, gold page-edges,
two ribbon markers, and a numbered (1 of 500) book plate signed by Christopher Lloyd and J.E. Luebering. Featuring up-tothe-minute information from Britannica, one of the world's most trusted sources of knowledge, this new encyclopedia brings
home the joy of learning, and features over a thousand illustrations, photographs and maps. Page by page, you'll discover
the story of the Universe, Earth, Matter, Life, Humans, Ancient & Medieval Times, Modern Times, and the dynamic worlds of
Today & Tomorrow. In keeping with Britannica's reputation for expert involvement, each spread includes a credit to the
expert consultant involved with its creation, and special features highlight some of the most intriguing unsolved puzzles in
science, archaeology, history, and engineering. Perhaps today's young readers will discover the answers to these
mysteries! This gorgeous volume is a modern classic, and will inspire curiosity and delight in every reader.
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